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entertainment. around the same thing. ------ bane "In this New York

suburb, where the median home price is $240,000, the number of people
wanting to buy that home in the first days of the month would seemingly
make up for the lack of demand caused by the looming drop-dead date
for the sales tax break." I think the author is trying to come up with an

argument to support the law, but it's really not there. Here's the thing: if
the goal is to build a model that represents the supply of housing in your

area, then tax laws shouldn't matter. They make things impossible to
build, but they don't make very much difference in terms of demand (as
housing prices only go down 5-10% when existing supply is low). If the

goal is to build a model that accurately reflects the number of people who
actually want to buy a home, then it's _impossible_ to ignore the effect of

tax laws, and it's _imperative_ to understand the effect. ------ kleer001
>The number of options are only going to decrease as home prices in

many cities continue to fall. Oh, and in those cases where it doesn't? ~~~
dzdt And then, if you had to lease you have still fewer options. ------

asdfologist Straw man. ~~~ adamiscool8 I assume this is not ad hominem?
I was actually trying to make the point that the article was unclear and

hard to follow. I can't speak to the merits of the article or the law itself,
but perhaps others can make better comments after the author clarified

his points. ~~~ asdfologist Straw
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